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Introduction
The modern portfolio theory of Markowitz (1952) is a rich source of intuition and also the basis for many practical decisions. Markowitz's seminal idea was to evaluate portfolios by using two opposing criteria: reward and risk. From a reward-risk perspective investors may differ with respect to the degree they are willing to trade off reward against risk but all investors will choose from the set of efficient portfolios: those portfolios that for any given level of risk achieve maximal reward. Moreover, under certain conditions, the rewardrisk model of portfolio selection leads to mutual fund separation, i.e. all investors hold a combination of the same portfolio of risky assets combined with the risk-free asset. Mutual fund separation greatly simplifies the advice one should give to a heterogenous set of investors since the proportion of risky assets in the optimal portfolio is then independent of the investor's risk aversion. Moreover, mutual fund separation implies a simple asset pricing structure in which a single risk factor based on the optimal portfolio of risky assets explains the rewards investors get in a financial market equilibrium.
While the asset pricing implication of the general reward-risk model has good empirical support (see De Giorgi and Post 2004) , practitioners' advice does not seem to follow the mutual fund separation property. This so-called asset allocation puzzle was first observed by Canner, Mankiw, and Weil (1997) who found that in practitioners' advice the more riskaverse the client, the smaller the stocks-to-bonds ratio. Finally, the reward-risk perspective is sometimes criticized as "ad hoc", meaning that it should instead be derived from the microeconomic principle of utility maximization. Markowitz (1952) suggested the expected return as the reward and the variance of returns as the risk measure. The mean-variance reward-risk model can be given a microeconomic foundation since mean-variance preferences arise from risk-averse expected utilities under restrictive assumptions on assets' return distributions (Bigelow 1993 , Meyer 1987 , or assuming quadratic utility indexes. In this case, as Tobin (1958) has shown, mutual fund separation is obtained if all investors can trade the risk-free asset without running into borrowing constraints. The asset pricing implication of the reward risk model is then the Capital Asset Pricing Model, CAPM, which goes back to Sharpe (1964) , Lintner (1965) , and Mossin (1966) .
The foundation of reward-risk on quadratic utilities is implausible since this would imply increasing relative risk aversion and monotonicity of preferences would be lost for high payoff. Moreover, there exists a wealth of empirical evidence to suggest that the return of many assets exhibits skewness and fat tails and hence variance fails to fully describe the return distribution. Being aware of this critique, Markowitz (1959) realized that variance might not be an appropriate risk measure because with asymmetric returns it would still penalize positive and negative deviations from the mean in the same way. As a result, risk was then associated only with the returns below the mean. To achieve such a reward-risk model Markowitz suggested semi-variance as the risk measure. Others followed by suggesting general lower partial moments (Bawa and Lindenberg 1977, Harlow and Rao 1989) , valueat-risk (Jorion 1997) , coherent risk measures (Artzner, Delbaen, Eber, and Heath 1999) , convex risk measures (Föllmer and Schied 2002, Frittelli and Rosazza Gianin 2004) , spectral risk measures (Acerbi 2002) or general deviation measures (Rockafeller, Urysev, and Zabarankin 2006) . While some of these extensions of Markowitz (1952) have been justified from the reward-risk perspective they have however no microeconomic foundation based on expected utility, because they violate second-order stochastic dominance. For this point see
De Giorgi (2005) , who also suggests a class of risk measures that are consistent with secondorder stochastic dominance. Moreover, for most of these cases it is not known whether the central property of the reward-risk model, the mutual fund separation, still holds. Generalizations of mutual-fund separation have mainly been derived for the microeconomic model of portfolio selection, generalizing the case of quadratic utility to expected utility with hyperbolic absolute risk aversion. The seminal paper in this literature is Cass and Stiglitz (1970) .
For a recent monograph including this approach to mutual fund separation see Magill and Quinzii (1996, Section 16 ).
The purpose of this paper is twofold. First we prove mutual fund separation for the general reward-risk model and secondly we suggest giving the reward-risk model a behavioral microeconomic foundation based on prospect theory (see Kahneman and Tversky 1979) .
In the general reward-risk model we consider, investors' utilities are increasing functions of a reward measure and decreasing functions of a risk measure. We show that mutual fund separation holds if reward and risk measures can be transformed by means of strictly increasing maps into positive homogeneous, translation invariant or translation equivariant functionals. This result generalizes the observation made by Grootveld and Hallerbach (1999) and Brogan and Stidham (2005) , that mutual fund separation holds for the meanlower partial moment (LPM) portfolio model of Harlow and Rao (1989) if the target value corresponds to the risk-free asset, or to the expected portfolio return. Indeed, for those target values, LPM can be transformed into a positive homogeneous, translation invariant risk measure. Moreover, it also follows that mutual fund separation holds if investors possess mean-risk preferences, where risk is evaluated according to coherent risk measures (Artzner, Delbaen, Eber, and Heath 1999) , or general deviation measures (Rockafeller, Urysev, and Zabarankin 2006) . Consequently, the asset allocation puzzle cannot be rationalized by assuming that investors assess portfolio's risk with the latter measures.
The behavioral reward-risk model that we propose is based on the trade-off between gains and losses that is incorporated in prospect theory. For given asset payoffs, we defined reward as the value function applied over gains, while risk is minus the value function applied over losses and normalized by the index of loss aversion. These reward and risk measures obviously depend on the parametrization of prospect theory by means of the utility index, as well as on the choice of the reference point which defines what is perceived as gain and what is perceived as loss. We show that positive homogeneous utility indexes and positive homogeneous and translation equivariant reference points imply the separation property for optimal portfolio
allocations. An example of reward and risk measures leading to this result are those defined by means of the piecewise power utility index suggested by Kahneman and Tversky (1979) and having the risk-free gross return as reference point. An additional benefit of the rewardrisk perspective on prospect theory is that is solves the infinite leverage problem. De Giorgi, Hens, and Levy (2003) show that an investor with prospect theory preferences as specified by Kahneman and Tversky (1979) will either not invest at all in risky assets or will infinitely leverage an optimal portfolio of risky assets. Maximizing reward under a risk constraint sets upper bounds on the leverage the investor takes since the risk increases with leveraging.
In general, optimal solutions to the prospect theory reward-risk model do not satisfy the mutual fund separation property. The proportion of stocks to bonds varies according to investors' risk preferences and there is no clear relationship between investors' risk tolerance and the corresponding bond/stock ratio. We perform an empirical analysis on US data.
We show that prospect theory reward-risk investors will increase their bond/stock ratio when they become more averse to losses, if they possess a piecewise linear utility index and deterministic reference points that are greater than the risk free gross return. By these investors, the risk free gross return, being below the reference point, is perceived as a loss. Therefore as they become more loss averse, they shift some of their wealth from cash to bonds, which provide a stronger upside potential. Our empirical analysis also shows that more loss averse prospect theory reward-risk investors have a bond/stock ratio that is much higher than that of mean-variance investors. This result is also consistent with the observation of Canner, Mankiw, and Weil (1997) concerning the recommendations of popular advisors.
In the literature several approaches have been suggested in order to rationalize the asset allocation puzzle. Canner, Mankiw, and Weil (1997) relax the key assumptions leading to the mutual fund separation theorem, which are: (i) There exists a riskless asset, (ii) investors possess mean-variance objective functions, (iii) investors uses historical distributions, (iv) assets can be freely traded (i.e. there are no short-sale or borrowing constraints), (v) investors operate over a one-period planning horizon. However, they found that deviating from these assumptions fails to explain satisfactorily the recommended portfolio allocations, does not provide satisfactory explanations of the recommended portfolio allocations, in particular the relationship between bond/stock ratio and risk aversion. Indeed, the authors conclude that it is hard to explain recommended portfolio allocations with a rational model. Some authors are skeptical about the conclusion of Canner, Mankiw, and Weil (1997) concerning the inconsistency of financial advisors with respect to the modern portfolio theory. Elton and Gruber (2000) , for example, claim that the bond/stock ratio test is not sufficient to assert that financial advisors do no follow the modern portfolio theory. In particular they point out that the violation of two-fund separation may result from short-sale constraints that the advisors are obliged to satisfy. Shalit and Yitzhaki (2003) test the efficiency of financial advisors' portfolio allocations with respect to the second-order stochastic dominance (SSD) and show that these allocations are not inefficient, i.e. not dominated with respect to SSD by any alternative allocation. Therefore, even if the recommended allocations are not meanvariance efficient, providing advice to a wide range of investors, financial advisors are rational in recommending portfolios that are not dominated by SSD. Other authors explain the asset allocation puzzle by the fact that a static portfolio model is not able to capture important aspects of the portfolio decision process. Brennan and Xia (2000, 2002) and Campbell and Viceira (2001, 2002) , for example, explain the asset allocation puzzle using a dynamic model of portfolio selection, exploiting the effect of inflation on long-term portfolio decisions. Bajeux-Besnainou, Jordan, and Portait (2001) explain the puzzle by assuming that investors' horizon may exceed the maturity of cash assets and investors rebalance the portfolio as time passes. Consequently, it is not reasonable to assume that a risk-less asset exists. Mougeot (2003) introduces a dynamic model with estimation risk, i.e. uncertainty about market's excess return, and show that estimation risk and interest rate risk can rationalize the asset allocation puzzle. Gomes and Michaelides (2004) provide a human capital explanation of the puzzle: investors face a stochastic uninsurable labor income and more risk averse investors hold a smaller percentage of their assets in stocks. Siebenmorgen and Weber (2003) , being skeptical about the fact that financial advisors are able to manage complex dynamic models, take a static approach and provide a behavioral model for asset allocation, where investors are assumed to evaluate the risky component of their portfolio without taking correlation into account (pure risk), while a naive diversification criterion is used. Indeed, Siebenmorgen and Weber (2003) provides experimental results (from a questionnaire submitted to German advisors) showing that financial advisors are bad at dealing with correlations, while they understand very well the benefits of diversification.
Our behavioral explanation of the asset allocation puzzle works in the presence of a risk-free asset and a one-period planning horizon. Moreover, we do not refer to background risks like human capital. Instead we address the second key assumption pointed out by Canner, Mankiw, and Weil (1997) : investors may apply a reward-risk perspective but this does not mean that they are mean-variance optimizers. They may instead be prospect theory investors with a reference point different from the risk free rate.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section I we introduce the general reward-risk model for portfolio selection and we derive sufficient conditions for reward and risk measures in order to obtain the separation property for optimal allocations. In Section II we define a new reward-model which is linked to prospect theory. Section III presents an empirical analysis of the asset allocation puzzle on US data. Section IV concludes our proposal.
I General reward-risk model and mutual fund separation
We consider a two-period finance economy. Let Ω = {1, . . . , S}, S < ∞, denote the states of nature in the second period. F = 2 Ω is the power algebra on Ω, i.e. the set of all possible events arising from Ω. Uncertainty is modelled by the probability space (Ω, F, P), where probability measure P on Ω satisfies p s = P {s} > 0 for all s = 1, . . . , S, i.e. every state of the world has strictly positive probability to occur. The space of real-valued measurable functions on (Ω, F, P) is denoted by G.
The investment universe consists of K + 1 assets with payoffs A k and price
is the gross return of asset k and R = (R 0 , . . . , R K ) is the vector of gross returns. We denote by R 1 = (R 1 , . . . , R K ) the vector of risky gross returns. Asset 0 is the risk-free asset with payoff A 0 = (1, . . . , 1) and price q 0 = 1 1+r
, where r = R 0 − 1 is the risk-free rate of return. The marketed subspace X is the span of (A k ) k=0,1,...,K . Indeed, we assume here that trading is done without constraints.
Let µ : G → R and ρ : G → R be real-valued functions on X . We call µ the reward measure and ρ the risk measure. We state the following assumption:
Assumption 1 ((µ, ρ)-preferences). The investor's utility function can be represented as
where V : R 2 → R is continuously differentiable and satisfies
The investor maximizes his utility under his budget constraint, i.e. the portfolio choice problem is
where w 0 is the investor's initial wealth and q : X → R is the linear pricing functional on X ,
representation of the portfolio optimizing problem (1) is to maximize the reward given a certain level of risk. The precise relation of these two perspectives is given by the following observations. Given Assumption 1, for any solution X to (1) there exists a parameter ρ such that X solves
This can be easily seen by putting ρ = ρ[X ], where X is a solution to the optimization problem (1). On the other hand, we need stronger conditions on µ, ρ, and U such that any optimal solution to (2) also solves (1). We will discuss some advantages of representation (2) in Section II, where we introduce a (µ, ρ)-representation of prospect theory.
We assume that the budget restriction in (2) holds with equality, i.e. q(X) = w 0 for any optimal allocation. This assumption is satisfied if the reward measure is increasing in the risk-free asset.
be the proportion of initial wealth invested in asset k for k = 0, . . . , K and let λ = (λ 0 , . . . , λ K ) . Then, the (µ, ρ)-optimization problem (2) can equivalently be written as follows:
where e = (1, . . . , 1) ∈ R K+1 and λ R w 0 is the portfolio's payoff for the investment λ and initial wealth w 0 .
The following definition introduces some basic properties of reward and risk measures.
Definition 1. Let ζ : G → R be a real-valued function on G. We say that ζ is:
for all a ∈ R and X ∈ G,
for all a ∈ R and X ∈ G, or
for all a ∈ R and X ∈ G. In the first case, we say that ζ is positive translation equivariant, while in the second case it is negative translation equivariant.
If investors possess mean-variance preferences, i.e. µ(X) = E X and ρ(X) = E (X − µ(X)) 2 in Assumption 1, any solution X to the portfolio selection problem (2) satisfies the mutual fund separation property (Tobin 1958) , i.e.
where X M ∈ X . Written in terms of portfolio shares λ (i.e. X = R λ w 0 ), the mutual fund separation property implies:
, and e 0 = (1, 0, . . . , 0) ∈ R K+1 . Consequently, mean-variance investors optimally allocate their wealth between the risk free asset and a single mutual fund λ M , which is also called the tangency portfolio (for a detailed description, see De Giorgi 2002). The proportion of wealth invested in the tangency portfolio depends on the investor's risk aversion, which is measured by means of his target risk ρ (see equation (2)). By contrast, the tangency portfolio does not depend on investors' preferences, but only on investors' beliefs concerning expected returns, variances, and correlations between asset returns. Therefore, optimal allocations of investors with homogeneous beliefs only differ by the proportion of wealth invested in the tangency portfolio, i.e. the quantity
is identical for all mean-variance investors with same beliefs.
The mean-variance portfolio choice model is a special case of a general model with rewardrisk preferences. However, as we will show in this section, mutual fund separation does not require mean-variance preferences but also holds for the general reward-risk model under few assumptions on reward and risk measures. We now investigate these assumptions and we give sufficient conditions on reward and risk measures in order to derive the separation property of optimal portfolio choices.
Proposition 1. Let µ : G → R and ρ : G → R be a reward and risk measure on G, respectively. Suppose that strictly increasing transformations T µ and T ρ exist, such that (ii) translation equivariance.
Then, there exists a portfolio allocation λ p , such that for any (µ, ρ)-optimal portfolio allocationλ, there exists λ 0 withλ
The proof of proposition 2 can be found in the Appendix.
For many applications the reward and the risk measures are homogeneous so that it makes sense to emphasize this case. Mutual fund separation can then easily be derived from proposition 2.
Corollary 1.
Let µ : G → R and ρ : G → R be reward and risk measures on G, respectively. Suppose that one of the following two properties holds for µ and ρ:
(i) translation invariance and (positive) homogeneity of degree γ > 0,
(ii) Translation equivariance and (positive) homogeneity of degree 1.
2
Then two-fund separation holds.
Proof. Let γ µ , γ ρ be the degree of homogeneity of µ and ρ, respectively. Take the strictly
γρ . Then the transformed measuresμ = T µ • µ andρ = T ρ • ρ are positive homogeneous and translation invariant or equivariant. Thus, by Proposition 2, two-fund separation holds for (µ, ρ).
Note that the expected value (the mean) is a linear measure, thus is positive homogeneous and translation equivariant. Variance is positive homogeneous of degree 2 and translation invariant, since in fact Var(λ X) = λ 2 Var(X) for all λ ∈ R and Var(X + a) = Var(X) for all a ∈ R. Consequently, according to the corollary to Proposition 2 mutual fund separation holds for mean-variance optimal allocations, as discussed at the beginning of this section.
The same argument applies to the lower partial moment with the risk-free return as target value. In fact, the lower partial moment with target τ is defined by:
for some α ≥ 1. In general τ might depend on portfolio X, thus it is a function on the space of asset payoffs. If the target value is the risk-free return, then τ (X) = q(X)R 0 where q is the pricing functional.
3 Consequently,
for all a ∈ R. Moreover,
for all κ > 0. Thus, the lower partial moment with τ = w 0 R 0 is translation invariant and positive homogeneous of degree α. The same conclusion applies to any target value τ (X) which is positive translation equivariant and positive homogeneous of degree 1 as,
corresponds to the value-at-risk of X with confidence level γ, which is defined as minus the γ-quantile. These results on two funds separation for LPM generalizes the observation made by Grootveld and Hallerbach (1999) and Brogan and Stidham (2005) . Note that for τ (X) = −V aR γ (X) and α = 1 we have
where 
II The prospect theory reward-risk model
The prospect theory of Kahneman and Tversky (1979) deviates from the expected utility hypothesis in four important aspects:
• Investors evaluate assets according to gains and losses and not according to final wealth.
• Investors are loss averse, i.e. they dislike losses by a factor of approximatively 2-2.5
(as found in laboratory experiments) as compared to their liking of gains.
• Investors' von Neumann-Morgenstern utility functions are s-shaped with turning point at the origin.
• Investors' probability assessments are biased in the way that extremely small probabilities (extremely high probabilities) are over-/undervalued.
The cumulative prospect theory (CPT) (Tversky and Kahneman 1992) suggests using distortions of the cumulative distribution function instead of distortions of probabilities. This important adjustment of the original theory solves the inconsistency of prospect theory with first-order stochastic dominance. Prospect theory suggests to modelling investors' preferences as follows:
Assumption 2 (Prospect Theory Preferences). Investors evaluate portfolio payoffs according to the value function:
• u is a two-time differentiable function on R \ {0}, strictly increasing on R, strictly concave on (0, ∞) and strictly convex on (−∞, 0), with u(0) = 0,
with w(p) = p for p = 0 and p = 1 and with w(p) > p (w(p) < p) for p small (large),
• RP : X → R is a reference point. If RP (X) = RP for all X, then the reference point is fixed.
We rewrite value function (5) by separating portfolio outcomes which are above the reference point and portfolio outcomes which are below the reference point, in the spirit of prospect theory. We obtain:
The trade-off between gains and losses is determined by investors' loss aversion. Following Benartzi and Thaler (1995) , Köbberling and Wakker (2005) , and Schmidt and Zank (2002), we define the index of loss aversion by:
and we rewrite equation (6) as follows:
We now define reward and risk measures by
respectively. P T + measures positive deviations of assets' returns with respect to the reference point. By contrast, the reward measure ignores assets' payoffs which are below the reference point, i.e. losses. Rather than affecting portfolio reward, we believe losses have an impact on portfolio risk. In fact, losses are determined by means of risk measure P T − . Finally, the index of loss aversion β measures the investor's tradeoff between gains and losses.
The reward measure P T + is monotone, but in general not positive homogeneous, translation equivariant, or invariant. Risk measure P T − is anti-monotone, but in general not positive homogeneous, translation equivariant, or invariant. 4 Moreover, risk measure P T − is generally not convex. Convexity is a common assumption for risk measures since it guarantees that investors benefit from diversification, i.e. assign lower risk to the diversified portfolio than to the single positions. This reflects investors' preferences for diversified portfolios, as described by a concave utility index. However, prospect theory suggests that investors show a different risk attitude when faced with losses, and undiversified portfolios might be preferred to diversified portfolios since they offer a greater probability to reduce losses.
Obviously,
and therefore prospect theory investors possess (P T + , P T − )-preferences (see Assumption 1).
Portfolio choice problem (2) becomes:
(10) max
Parameter pt − represents an investor's risk aversion and is closely related to his index of loss aversion β. In the sequel, we will consider pt − as the parameter reflecting investors' loss aversion. As discussed in Section I, under some conditions on P T − and P T + , optimization problem (10) is equivalent to the maximization of the investor's value function (5) under his budget constraint, provided that solutions to this latter problem exist. However, if we take the utility index
suggested by Kahneman and Tversky (1979) , investors would optimally leverage infinitely any risky portfolio with strictly positive value, under mild conditions on parameters α + , α − and β. In fact, for RP (X) = w 0 q(X) = w 0 R 0 (risk-free return), α − = α + = α, and assuming λ 0 < 1, we have
for k = 1, . . . , K andλ 0 = 0, i.e.λ is a portfolio of risky assets only.
Thus, if V (λ R 1 ) > 0, then the investor optimally leverages infinitely the portfolioλ and no solution to the maximization problem exists. The existence of a risky portfolio with positive value can be easily checked. 5 For example, for a yearly horizon, and assuming α = 0.88 and β = 2.25, the prospect theory value of the market portfolio of Fama and French (1993) is strictly positive, if we take each observation as a scenario and we assume that all scenarios have the same probability. The infinite leverage problem with power utility for prospect theory was first described by De Giorgi, Hens, and Levy (2004), who studied the existence of CAPM equilibria with cumulative prospect theory preferences and suggested an alternative parametrization of the prospect theory by means of a negative exponential utility index.
The reward-risk representation of prospect theory solves the infinite leverage problem by assuming that prospect theory investors also limit their risk exposure, as measured by P T − .
Indeed, prospect theory models investors' preferences in terms of a trade-off between gains and losses. As long as investors are compensated by gain opportunities, they accept to face potential losses. The extreme case is that of an infinite leverage, where investors' optimal portfolios provide unbounded losses and unbounded gains, while losses are compensated by gains. In other words, an infinite leverage is an optimal portfolio choice with unbounded risk. By contrast, the reward-risk representation of prospect theory focuses on both the reward and the risk dimension, such that investors maximize the portfolio's reward, while they also bound the portfolio's risk. Consequently, the reward-risk perspective incorporates both investors' preferences toward risk (which are described by prospect theory) and their risk ability. This is the main difference compared to the value function maximization.
The conditions on reward and risk measures given in Proposition 2 in order to obtain mutual fund separation can be reformulated for the utility index and the reference point defining prospect theory measures P T + and P T − . The following corollary sets sufficient conditions on the utility index u and the reference point RP such (P T + , P T − )-optimal allocations satisfy mutual fund separation.
Corollary 2. Let P T + and P T − be defined as in equations (8) and (9), respectively. Suppose that u is positive homogeneous of degree γ+ on R + , and positive homogeneous of degree γ− on R − . Moreover, assume that RP is positive translation equivariant and positive homogeneous, then mutual fund separation holds for all optimal solutions to the portfolio choice problem (10).
Proof. Let κ > 0 then
Therefore P T + is translation invariant and positive homogeneous of degree γ+. Similarly, one can show that P T − is translation invariant and positive homogeneous of degree γ−. Con-sequently, according to Corollary 1, mutual fund separation holds for any optimal portfolio choice.
The assumption that the reference point is positive translation equivariant implies that adding a sure payoff to the current portfolio will affect the reference point by the same amount. In other words, investors' reward and risk measures only capture gains and losses deriving from the risky part of their portfolios, while certain payoffs are already incorporated in the reference point, because investors can achieve them in all states of nature.
Corollary 2 immediately implies the following result for Kahneman and Tversky (1979) specification of the prospect theory value function.
Corollary 3. Let u be defined as in equation (11) and suppose that RP is positive translation equivariant and positive homogeneous. Then mutual fund separation holds for all optimal solutions to the portfolio choice problem (10).
Note that if the utility index u is defined as in equation (11) and there is no probability weighting (w(p) = p for p ∈ [0, 1], see Assumption 2), then
Moreover, for α = 1 and any target value RP , the ratio
corresponds to the omega ratio introduced by Shadwick and Keating (2002) for the valuation of hedge fund portfolios.
III Empirical analysis A Data description
We analyze investors' optimal choices between three assets: cash, bonds, and stocks. The stock market portfolio is proxied by the CRSP all-share index, a value-weighted average of common stocks listed on NYSE, AMEX, and NADAQ. This index closely matches the common stock employed by Canner, Mankiw, and Weil (1997) . The stock portfolio data are obtained from Kenneth Frenchs online data library. The bond index is defined as the intermediate government bond index maintained by Ibbotson. Finally, as in Canner, Mankiw, and Weil (1997) , we suppose that cash offers a riskless return equal to the mean return of the Treasury Bill. We use annual real returns for the period from January 1927 to December 2002. In Table 1 we summarize the main statistics of our data.
[ Table 1 
B Prospect theory and mutual fund separation
We compare the optimal portfolio choices of investors with mean-variance preferences and with prospect theory (P T + , P T − )-preferences. In order to be in accordance with realworld recommended allocations, we assume that investors face short-sale and borrowing constraints. This assumption does not matter for our analysis, since the asset allocation puzzle arises when short-sale and borrowing constraints are not binding. In fact, as dis-cussed by Canner, Mankiw, and Weil (1997) , when the borrowing constraint is binding, the bond/stock ratio increases with increasing risk aversion also with mean-variance preferences. This is consistent with the recommendation of financial advisors. Figure 1 reports the bond/stock ratio of mean-variance optimal allocations with borrowing and short sale constraints as a function of investors' target standard deviation, which describes investors' risk aversion. The bond/stock ratio is constant, equal to 1.5158, as long as the borrowing constraint is not binding. When the borrowing constraint becomes active (this is the case for a target standard deviation greater than 9.88%), the mean-variance optimal strategy of borrowing money and leveraging the risky portfolio with a bond/stock ratio of 1.5158 is not feasible anymore. Thus, when facing borrowing constraints, investors who otherwise want to borrow cash, optimally choose a portfolio of only stocks and bonds. Consequently, if such an investor becomes less risk averse, then he will increase the proportion of stocks and diminish that of bonds, while still preferring not to hold any cash.
Nevertheless, the asset allocation puzzle is the observation that the bond/stock ratio of popular financial advisors decreases with decreasing risk aversion also when short-sale and borrowing constraints are not binding. By contrast, in the latter case, mean-variance investors will hold the same portfolio of risky assets, thus have constant bond/stock ratio, as shown in Figure 1 .
[ Figure 1 about here.]
We now compute the bond/stock ratios for the prospect theory reward-risk investors. In this framework, the portfolio selection problem presents several challenges. First, from the theoretical point of view, risk and reward measures P T − and P T + depend on the utility index u and the reference point RP (see Section II). Both reflect investors' preferences and affect optimal portfolio choices. In this empirical analysis we adopt the parametrization of prospect theory suggested by Kahneman and Tversky (see equation 11) and we limit ourselves to the piecewise linear case α + = α − = 1, following previous applications of prospect theory to portfolio selection and asset pricing (see Benartzi and Thaler 1995 , Barberis, Huang, and Santos 2001 , Grüne and Semmler 2005 . The reference point is assumed to be deterministic and we take values ranging from 1.00635 (which corresponds to the risk-free gross return) to 1.015. Finally, working with sample data, we consider each sample point as one equally likely state. Therefore, the probability weighting function characterizing prospect theory preferences (see Assumption 2) does not have any impact on the portfolio selection problem and we simply assume that no probability weighting takes place, i.e. π s = p s for all s = 1, . . . , S.
The second challenge refers to the numerical computation of (P T − , P T + )-optimal allocations. In general, the problem is not convex and several local maxima might exist. We adopt the algorithm described in De Giorgi, Hens, and Mayer (2006). Figure 2 displays the bond/stock ratios for prospect theory investors as function of their target risk pt − , which describes the degree of loss aversion. The reference point corresponds to the risk-free asset. As expected from Corollary 3, the bond/stock ratio is constant when the borrowing constraint is not binding. This reflects the mutual fund separation property of prospect theory optimal allocations, when the utility index follows the Kahneman and Tversky specification and the reference point is positive homogeneous and positive translation invariant. The main observation from Figure 2 is that the bond/stock ratio for unconstrained optimal allocations (2.342) is much higher than that of unconstrained mean-variance optimal allocations (1.516). Accordingly, the proportion of bonds increased from 60% to 70%. This difference reflects the trade-off between gains and losses that is incorporated in prospect theory. This observation is consistent with the recommendations of popular advisors, who also suggest a much higher bond/stock ratio for conservative and moderate investors compared to the bond/stock ratio of mean-variance optimal choices.
[ Figure 2 about here.]
We increase the reference point from 1.00635 to 1.01 (net returns below 1% are considered losses). Figure 3 shows the corresponding bond/stock ratio. The main difference with Fig- ure 2 is that now the bond/stock ratio is overall not constant, thus also when the borrowing constraint is not binding. This result shows that when the reference point differs from the risk-free gross return, then mutual fund separation does not hold anymore. Note that the risk-free gross return is the unique fixed referent point that is positive homogeneous and positive translation equivariant. Figure 3 also shows that the bond/stock ratio increases with increasing loss aversion. The risk-free return, being below the reference point, is now perceived as a loss, thus contributing to portfolio's risk but not to portfolio's reward. Consequently, when investors become more loss averse (and thus allow a smaller target value pt − ) they shift some of their wealth from cash to bonds. Indeed, bonds provide a greater upside potential (compared to cash) but a limited downside risk (compared to stocks). Note that in our data set, the average net return over gains 6 for bonds (stocks) is 3.29% (13.06%), while the average net return over losses is -2.09% (-5.47%).
The effect of increasing bond/stock ratio with increasing loss aversion becomes more pronounced if we further increase the reference point to 1.015, as shown in Figure 4 .
[ We also analyzed the bond/stock ratio of optimal portfolio choices for prospect theory reward-risk investors with a deterministic reference point below the risk-free return. This is the case if, for example, investors evaluate gains and losses with respect to their current wealth. Having the reference point below the risk-free return, investors assign to the risk-free asset zero risk and strictly positive reward. Consequently, more loss averse investors can now achieve a positive reward without taking any risk and, consequently, do not need to create upside potential by investing in bonds. Contrary to the case with a reference point above the risk-free return, we now find that the bond/stock ratio increases with decreasing risk aversion, as long as short-sale constraints are not binding. As investors become less loss averse, they reduce the proportion of cash, while they also increase the proportion of bonds compared to stocks in order to control for portfolio's downside risk.
The results for the case where the reference point is below the risk-free gross return are not consistent with the portfolio choices recommended by financial advisors. Supported by our previous results for a reference point above the risk-free gross return, we conclude that financial advisors seem to behave as their reference point were greater than the risk-free return.
IV Conclusion
We presented a reward-risk model for portfolio selection that is founded in the prospect theory of Kahneman and Tversky (1979) . The reward measure captures portfolio payoffs above the reference point, while the risk measure captures portfolio payoffs below the ref-
erence point. Indeed, in prospect theory, the reference point describes investors' perception of gains and losses. We first analyzed general reward-risk models and we showed that only a few properties for reward and risk measures implied the mutual fund separation theorem for optimal allocations. If reward and risk measures can be transformed by means of increasing transformations into positive homogeneous and translation invariant or equivariant functionals, then reward-risk optimal allocations satisfy the separation property.
We applied these results to the prospect theory reward-risk model and we showed that the mutual fund separation property holds if investors possess piecewise power utility indexes and positive homogeneous and positive translation equivariant reference points. In the latter case, the bond/stock ratio remains constant with changing loss aversion, as long as borrowing or short-sale constraint are not binding. However, in the general case the bond/stock ratio changes with changing loss aversion.
Finally, an empirical analysis with US data showed that investors with prospect theory reward-risk preferences having piecewise linear utility functions and a fixed reference point that is higher than the risk free gross return, will increase the bond/stock ratio in their optimal allocation if they become more loss averse. This result is consistent with the recommendations of financial advisors studied by Canner, Mankiw, and Weil (1997) . Thus, the prospect theory reward-risk model rationalizes the asset allocation puzzle.
V Appendix
We prove the following theorem:
Proposition 2. Let µ : G → R and ρ : G → R be a reward and risk measure on G,
respectively. Suppose that strictly increasing transformations T µ and T ρ exist, such that (ii) translation equivariance.
Proof. The (μ,ρ) portfolio optimization problem is
We first show that the (µ, ρ) portfolio optimization problem (3) with target risk ρ is equivalent to the (μ,ρ) optimization problem (12) with target riskρ = T ρ (ρ).
Letλ be a solution to the (µ, ρ) optimization (3) and suppose thatλ exists such that
Then, since T µ and T σ are strictly increasing,
This contradicts the optimality ofλ. The same argument applies to T −1 µ and T
−1
σ , since the inverses are also strictly increasing. Thus the equivalence of (3) and (12) follows. Now, we show mutual separation for the (μ,ρ) portfolio choice. Suppose first thatμ andρ are positive homogeneous and positive translation equivariant. Let us take a portfoliô λ p that solves the optimization problem (12) for target riskρ p . The portfolio gross return is denoted by R p = w 0 λ p R. Let us now take another target riskρ and find λ 0 such that
. Without loss of generality we assume 1−λ 0 > 0.
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Consider the linear combination
is minimal. In fact, if a portfolioλ exists that further minimizes the rewardμ for the target riskρ, then one can find a linear combination of this portfolio and the risk-free asset that further minimizes the rewardμ for the target rewardρ p , a contradiction to the definition of λ p . Indeed, letρ be the risk of the portfolioλ and letλ 0 = −
Note that 1 −λ 0 = 1 1−λ 0 > 0. Finally, given an optimal solutionλ p for a given target riskρ p , then any optimal solution for any target riskρ corresponds to a linear combination ofλ p and the risk-free asset. This proves mutual fund separation for (μ,ρ). Because of equivalence of (3) and (12) from the first step of this proof, the statement of the Proposition follows directly. The same argument applies to the case of translation invariant and negative equivariant reward or risk measures.
Notes
1 Artzner, Delbaen, Eber, and Heath (1999) use the terminology "translation invariant" for the property that we call "negative translation equivariant" (see point (ix) of this definition).
We prefer to associate the word "invariant" to the property of being invariant with respect to deterministic translation, while we associate the word "equivariant" to the property of varying in the same way (in absolute terms) as the underlying payoff.
2 Suppose that ζ is translation equivariance and homogeneous of degree γ > 0. Then ζ(κ (X + a)) = |κ| γ ζ(X + a) = |κ| γ (ζ(X) + a) = |κ| γ ζ(X) + |κ| γ a.
On the other hand, we also have:
ζ(κ (X + a)) = ζ(κ X + κ a) = ζ(κ X) + κ a = |κ| γ ζ(X) + κ a.
Since this is true for all κ ∈ R (or κ > 0) and a ∈ R, we must have γ = 1.
3 The risk-free return depends on portfolio initial value, which is the price in period one.
Therefore, the risk-free rate of return is in general a moving target. But, if we assume that investors invests the total wealth w 0 , then any optimal portfolio X satisfies q(X ) = w 0 and thus τ = w 0 R 0 which is fix and independent from the portfolio choice.
4 Let ζ : G → R be a real-valued function on G. We say that ζ is: which is equivalent to S s=1 p s Z(s) > 0, i.e. the expected excess return is positive. We computed these ratios for the market portfolio of Fama and French (1993) assuming that each observation represents a scenario and all scenarios have the same probability. For a yearly horizon, this We obtain 1.07, 1.40 and 2.60 for daily, monthly, and yearly excess returns, respectively. The ratios for α = 0.88 are slightly different, i.e. 1.08, 1.41, and 2.53, respectively. Thus, for yearly returns, the market portfolio of Fama and French (1993) represents an infinite leverage opportunity for prospect theory investors with power utility index with α = 0.88 and β = 2.25. 
